Abstract. In [2] , Ito has proved the existence of a completely anisotropic torsionfree abelian group of rank two with a prescribed type-set. We outline here an alternative construction in a more general setting.
The vocabulary and notations will be that of [1] . In addition, we refer the reader to [2] for the definition of relatively disjoint sets of superdivisors (i.e. characteristics) and types. Theorem 1. Let A be a principal domain and let T be a relatively disjoint set of types. There exists a rank two torsion-free A-module M such that T(M) = T.
Proof. Let S be a relatively disjoint set of superdivisors representing T, let ^ be the GCD of any two distinct elements of S, and let t0 = t( po). The only interesting case arises when card S > 3.
Let p,, p2 E S, with Pq, p" p2 all distinct and set S * = S -{p", p,, ¡i^}. Let P be a complete set of pairwise nonassociated irreducible elements of A. For every p E §*, let PM = {p e P; ti(p) > p.0(p)} and P" = {p E P^; p(p) = oo}. Let P* = (J pes* Fß. There exists an injective mapping \b: ¡i h* k^ from S * U { Po) to K* = K -{0}, such that v^kj = 0 for all p E P^. For each p E P*, choose p(p) E IC, satisfying p(p) = k^ when p E P™, and p(p) E IC, -K, with vp(p(p)) = 0 and vp(p(p) -kß) = ¡i(p) -Po(p), when p E P^ -P^°. Then, select a sequence (a"(p)) of elements of A -(p), converging to o(p), and such that vp(p(p) -an(p)) = n + Hq(p). Now, let xx, x2 be two independent elements of thê -module K2 and let M be the /4-submodule generated by the set {p~rxx,p~'x2, for allp G P and r, s E N, r < ¡ix(p), s < p^p)} U {p~("+,I<,0'))(x1 + a^x^, for
Remark. If \(/ is bijective, then K(xx + k^x^ n M is the only rank one pure submodule of M of type t0, and M is thus completely anisotropic. Furthermore, if we suppose that /ig is not in S, then a similar bijection from S * onto K* will give rise to a completely anisotropic module in which the type t0 is no more represented. In view of this, we need only build a bijection i|/: /ih»^ such that vp(kp) = 0 for all p £ P^ to prove the following Theorem 2. Let T be a relatively disjoint set of types and suppose card T = card P = card K. Then, there exists a completely anisotropic rank two torsion-free A-module M such that T(M) = T.
Consider a well-ordering of P such that P = {/>(«)} 0<x> where A = card P = card S * = card K* is a limit ordinal. Set p = inf Pp. The well-ordering of P induces one on {^J^gg., and therefore on S*. Let S* = {Ka)}a<A aD-d {/V(ieS* = {Pfi(a)}a<A-Let | = card U, where U is the group of units of A, and well-order U so that U = {«(ß)}^,,, where v = £ + 1, if £ is finite and v = £, if £ is a limit ordinal. Now, well-order K* so that (i) K* = {A:(a)}a<x; (ii) for any pair of ordinals a and y such that y < a < A, /?(a) does not divide A:(y); (iii) for any limit ordinal a < X, and any choice of a,, < inf(a, p), « G N*, r,.r,EZ and a^ . . . , ol, < a, there exists an ordinal ß < a such that /c(/î) = u(a0)p(ax)r' . . ./?(an)r\ The ensuing bijection >/>: u(a) h> fc(a) has the desired property, proving the theorem.
When A is a Dedekind domain, not necessarily principal, and in case P™ = 0, for all n £ S *, it will be possible, if necessary, to replace S by a suitable relatively disjoint set of superdivisors representing T. Then, some minor modifications to the proof of Theorem 1 yield Theorem 3. Let A be a Dedekind domain and let P be the set of all nonzero prime ideals of A. Let S be a relatively disjoint set of superdivisors and let ¡Xq be the GCD of any two distinct elements of S . Suppose S contains at most two superdivisors u such that (io(P) < /*(£) = oo for some $ £ P. Then, there exists a rank two torsion-free A-module M such that T(M) = (t(u); u G S }.
